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Abstract. This paper studies the supply services of medical-nursing combined community support mode in China through literature review. It is found that the supply service of medical-nursing combined community support mode in China is relatively simple and lacks the service requirement evaluation system, family doctor and elderly contract rate is low. Based on this, three suggestions are put forward to promote the further development of community’s medical-nursing combination, to increase the service supply subject, to construct a perfect service demand assessment system and to strengthen the construction of medical staff.

Introduction

With the development of economy and society, human life expectancy has been continuously improved, as of the end of 2015, China's elderly over 60 years old has reached 220 million, about 16% of the total population. It is predicted that by 2050, the total number of elderly people in China will reach 437 million, accounting for 31.2% of the total population, the degree of population aging is increasing. In particular, with the deepening of urbanization, a large number of population migration led to the increase in the size of empty-nesters, at the same time, the number of elderly, semi-disabled and chronically ill people has continued to rise. The arrival of the wave of silver has led to rapid growth in demand for medical care and nurse, and the separation of traditional medical and sanitation services has not been able to meet the needs of the elderly. In order to alleviate this contradiction, on September 13, 2013, the state officially issued the “State Council on accelerating the development of pension services, a number of opinions” (Guo Fa [2013] 35), clearly "actively promote medical care and pension services Combined with "into the future development of pension services six major tasks. "Medical-nursing combination " mainly refers to the combination of medical services and pension services. "Medicine" mainly includes medical treatment, disease prevention services, rehabilitation care, hospice care services; "Support" mainly includes daily life care services, mental and psychological services and cultural activities, etc. Medical-nursing combined community support mode is a pension model that to adhere to the dominant position of the government to the community as a platform to give full play to health care institutions, pension agencies, community pension and medical resources to meet the needs of the elderly pension services[1]. At present, China's pension pattern is "9073" model, 90% of the elderly home care, 7% of the elderly in the community pension, 3% of the elderly in the agency pension. Which the family pension to rely on the community. Therefore, the community’s medical-nursing combination with the object not only includes the community of all kinds of pension agency of the elderly but also include the elderly at home, the smooth development of community’s medical-nursing combination is essential.

Through the literature, most scholars have studied the necessity and development of medical-nursing combined community, it also mentions that in the process of community’s medical-nursing combination, the community provides services for the elderly that are not targeted to meet the needs of the elderly, but the study of this problem is not enough depth. To provide a healthy old-age environment for the elderly, a variety of services is essential, the service content is also the core of medical-nursing combined community services, which directly affect the sustainability and the effect of the services[2]. If this problem can not be solved, it will lead to the...
elderly can not get the necessary services, then the pension system will not be perfect. Therefore, this paper studies the problems of imperfect services in medical-nursing combined community in China and puts forward some suggestions to further enrich the connotation of medical-nursing combined community in China.

The current situation of the supply service of medical-nursing combined community in China

In order to alleviate the increasingly serious aging phenomenon in China, most cities have begun to explore the medical-nursing combined community service model based on their own conditions and requirements. In the process of exploring the medical-nursing combined community pension model, the main body that can provide medical care for the elderly is the community health service center, the hospital, the rehabilitation and recuperation institutions, etc, there have been three kinds of medical-nursing combined community service model nowadays: the first is to set up a medical point, this service model funded by the community, so that the community hospital in the community pension agencies set up medical points, the service object is self-care of the elderly, community medical institutions regularly assigned doctors to provide more common for the elderly of the treatment and health counseling. But this service is still regard the professional daily care as the main service content, and equipped with a simple medical diagnosis. This kind of old-age service model of medical level and quality is very limited, it can not provide disease prevention, treatment, hospice care and other services for the elderly. The second is the medical union, this community pension model is led by one third-grade class-A hospital or more third-grade class-A hospitals, and grass-roots medical institutions to form a consortium, and in collaboration with primary health care institutions to form a consortium. The general practice of this old-age model is to set up a medical point in the community's pension agencies to achieve hierarchical treatment and two-way referral, regard all the elderly who needs for medical services as a client. But this kind of pension service model is more inclined to provide the elderly with the treatment and prevention of chronic diseases, but it is not enough for the elderly to provide services such as psychological counselling and health literacy[3]. The third is to sign a family doctor, which is a team that components of general practitioners, psychologists, nurses and other people in the community health service center, Family doctors have signed up to elderly people, and then provide basic health management and medical counseling services for the elderly, the main service for this pattern is the majority of the community's elderly[4].

In the medical-nursing combined community with the old-age services, The primary providers of the community's pension service are mainly families, nursing homes, and day care centers, the day care center is mainly for the disabled, half disabled elderly services[5]. Community pension institutions pay more attention to the prevention and treatment of chronic elderly people, but it is not enough for the elderly to provide counselling, health literacy and other services. In addition, because the individual pension agencies do not pay attention to the quality of service, serious damage to the reputation of the pension agencies, the elderly and their families also have low recognition of the pension agencies[6]. Communities in some parts of China have begun offering family doctors contracts and door-to-door services for the elderly, but few people are asking for it, and few have signed up.

From the perspective of medical-nursing combined community services as a whole, China is still lack a evaluate system which can evaluate the health status and actual needs of the elderly ,this leads to the inability of medical institutions and pension institutions to provide timely and targeted services to the elderly.

The Problems of the supply service of medical-nursing combined community in China

Service content is relatively simple. With the increase in the age of the elderly, their social interactions become less and less, and they will become lonely, depressed and depressed in the long run. In China's community home care services, some community pension agencies are usually in
order to save costs to provide a single service content, mainly to provide a simple life care services. Mainly for the elderly to provide clothing, food, shelter, line of services, has not attached importance to the elderly healthy lifestyle and happy mood and other psychological problems[7]. Not to mention professional health care services for the elderly, including disease prevention, rehabilitation, care and hospice care. The reasons for this problem are that community construction is still lagging behind, and the public services provided by the community for the elderly cannot meet the needs of the elderly [8].

**Lack of a system for assessing the needs of pension services.** At present in China, whether it is medical institutions or the elderly, they are generally concerned about the disease and not pay attention to health problems. Most of the elderly in the community are waiting until the body is seriously ill, they will go to the hospital to see a doctor, most of them will be diagnosed as a major disease or a serious illness once they see the doctor. This requires professional personnel to give timely intervention and prevention for elderly before they get sick. There is also a lack of a system of comprehensive assessment of the elderly in China[9], which leads to the inability to know whether the elderly have a need for a combination of health care services, there is no way for the elderly to provide the actual situation of targeted and standardized services.

**Family doctor and elderly contract rate is low.** On June 6, 2016, the national Health Commission issued a "notice on the issuance of guidance to promote the signing of family doctors". The goal is that by 2017, more than 30 percent of family doctors will be signed up for service coverage, and more than 60 percent of key people will be signed up for service coverage. By 2020, the system will be fully covered by the family doctor's contract. Although China has introduced policies that strongly support family doctors to sign up for work, but the implementation of our country is less than ideal[10]. For one thing, the number of medical professionals in China is small, and the majority of medical professionals are not professional. The elderly do not trust the family doctor, the recognition of the family doctor is not high, most sick elderly people generally do not consult the family doctor, if suffering from a minor illness directly to the nearby pharmacy to buy medicine, suffering from serious illness directly to high professional hospital for medical treatment. For another thing, the family doctors don't recognize their work and feel unfulfilled. The general practitioner, who has a heavy daily routine, has no time and experience to sign up for a contract.

**Suggestions**

**Increase the main body of service supply, and enhance the diversification of service content.** Diverse service content is essential for the healthy retirement of older people. There are some special services that we need to provide for medical-nursing combined community, such as rehabilitation services, sick old man after a series of treatment, you can return to the community to accept rehabilitation care, so that both can reduce the economic burden of the elderly, but also can ease the hospital "press bed" phenomenon. Also provide psychological counselling services, not only concerned about the lives of the elderly, but also pay attention to their psychological aspect, discover the psychological problem in time to carry out the guidance. To achieve the purpose of providing a variety of services, you need to increase the supply of service. First of all, the government should increase input to build cultural and recreational facilities for the elderly and provide the necessary old-age resources. Second, improve the supply main body's enthusiasm, encourage private capital or other institutions to participate in community medical combination of pension services, to provide diversified service content, so as to meet the diversified pension service demand in different types of people.

**To build a comprehensive assessment system for the needs of pension services to enhance the relevance of services.** To realize the health of the elderly requires a comprehensive assessment system. The function of the assessment system is to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the physical condition of the elderly, this will not only early detection of health problems in order to take preventive measures in time, but also to promote timely provision of medical staff with targeted treatment programs. Without a scientific evaluation system, older people will not be able to get targeted medical and pension services in time. First, under the auspices of the government, the
experts developed the assessment tool, and then the pension agencies used the assessment tool to conduct a regular and comprehensive assessment of the elderly, then the multidisciplinary team analyzed the results of the elderly to identify potential problems and further clarify the etiology of the elderly, and within a certain amount of time, a targeted care plan is developed to ensure that the health and function of the elderly can be maintained at a maximum level. And nursing staff shall be carried out in accordance with the nursing plan implementation and the results of the assessment are communicated to the families of the elderly, early intervention, rule out the risk factors that affect the elderly health. In the end, the changes in the elderly were assessed again, and the care plan was revised to ensure that the physical and psychological aspects of the elderly were met. The service demand assessment system can provide a reasonable demand stratification for the elderly population, and provide the corresponding scientific pension services according to the different old-age service needs of the elderly at all levels.

**Strengthen the construction of family doctors team, and promote the sustainable development of pension services.** For a long time, most of the elderly think one third-grade class-A hospital cure ability is strong, to a large hospital to see a doctor can be protected, because of the large hospital hardware equipment is perfect, the doctor's professional level. Even if the medical staff of the one third-grade class-A hospital have a bad attitude and long registration, the sick old people will go to the one third-grade class-A hospital. Health care professionals with a high level of professional skills will help improve the acceptance and satisfaction of elderly care services and ensure the sustainability of services. Therefore, in order to improve the recognition and service efficiency of family doctors, we need to strengthen the training of medical staff in China. On the one hand, we should strengthen the training of the team of family doctors, improve the training system for the promotion of talents, and gradually acquire the recognition of the elderly, so as to contract with the family doctors team according to their own needs. Once you're uncomfortable, immediately contact the family doctor and make your the first diagnosis to the community, improve the utilization of medical resources. Second, the government should improve the incentive mechanism, to solve the problem of high-quality talent treatment, refining performance evaluation standard, and they will offer preferential subsidies to professionals in terms of working conditions, housing improvement, etc. It is also important to strengthen the spirit of the talent in order to enhance the enthusiasm of the family doctor service, such as carry out regular models and other activities.

**Conclusion**

Aging increasingly serious today, the development of "medical-nursing combined community" support model is an inevitable trend, in the Chinese community, "the medical-nursing combination" is still being explored. However, there are still some problems in the supply services of the medical-nursing combined community in China, for example, the service content is relatively simple, lacks the needs assessment system for the pension service of the aged, and the construction of the medical service personnel needs to be improved. In addition, there are a lot of deficiencies in" the medical-nursing combination" pension model in China, and we need to explore in more aspects.
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